
On Friday 24th September, the MCYPC and Medway Council held a fun feedback event for young people in
Medway, giving them the chance to have their say on different topics, allowing their voices to be heard

about their experiences of being in care. We decided to get creative as there have been a lot of feedback
consultations and our young people were finding it hard to engage. So, we decided to host a fun activity

evening with interactive ways of collecting feedback as well as having lots of fun!
There were 35 young people in attendance and also some CPB members, Medway Youth Service and YLF

staff to help at the event. We really enjoyed seeing all of our young people happy and having loads of fun.
We had fun activities like nerf, football, a bouncy castle, karaoke and archery! 

Activity Evening & BBQ Event

STROOD YOUTH CENTRE

ABOUT THE EVENT

IRO FEEDBACK IRO FEEDBACK 

Feedback Collected from Event

MCYPC & MEDWAY

Do you feel you have enough say in who
attends your review meeting and what

conversations take place? 
 

Thumbs up = 9          Thumbs down = 3

Do you understand the role of the IRO and
how that is different from a Social worker?

 
 

Thumbs up = 11              Thumbs down = 7

DATE
Fri 24th September 2021
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WE ASKED THE YOUNG PEOPLE TO RATE THEIR CHOSEN PROFESSIONAL
OVERALL USING THE TOP STANDARDS....

MEDWAY CHALLENGE CARDS...

Pa (smiley face)         sw (thumbs up)

Green = 1
 

Amber = 1
 

Red = 4
 

The main standards
the young people
chose as their PA's

strongest areas
were:

A good listener,
contactable, 

 understanding and
focused

Green = 6
 

Amber = 6
 

Red = 0
 

The main standards
the young people

chose as their social
workers strongest

areas were:
A good listener,
consistent and

stable,
understanding and
good time keeper

To provide support and advice for young people when
seeking employment especially when getting a job for the

first time
I wish to challenge my social worker to listen more

I want to challenge my social worker to have more fun
with me

I feel that I am being pushed into doing life story work
with my social worker, I am not ready. I would like to be
listened to, it needs to be at my pace when I am ready 
Keeps going on about life story work when I don’t want

to
My workers to work together, they keep all saying

different things
For my PA to come and see me more and answer my
texts and telephone calls - sometimes I feel like I am

being ignored as it takes ages for them to get back to me
I want my PA and social worker to listen to me and let me
make my own decisions for example listening that I need

more support

We received a number of Challenge Cards during the event.
Some of these include:
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Have meetings or
contact them

Zip wire, sky diving,
creams
Rock climbing, roller
skating, abseiling 
Camping, cinema,
Thorpe Park
Come to youth group
for activities
Water sports, running,
sports

 Activities such as: 

HOW CAN YOUNG PEOPLE ENGAGE MORE
WITH CPB?

Basketball
Fun days again
Games night
Allow young people to
get training and run
some sessions, in order
to get yp involved and
allow them to come to
some of them 
Cook together and be
together
Swimming, ice skating, 
 Flip Out, laser tag,
paint balling

HOW CAN YOUNG PEOPLE ENGAGE MORE
WITH CPB?

Theme park, walk
Give feedback at youth groups and feedback can be
passed on 
Tobogganing, Skiing
Hiking in nature for a clear mind
Have corporate parents as mentors
Parties, zip lining, afternoon tea
Christmas party, creams, afternoon tea, arcade, water
sports
Inflatable 
Go ape
Football
Gymnastics 

THE MEDWAY PLEDGE.. WE ASKED THE YOUNG PEOPLE TO PUT GREEN OR RED
COUNTERS IN THE BOXES PROVIDED...

HOW CAN YOUNG PEOPLE ENGAGE MORE WITH THE CPB....
Here are some of the ideas from the young people..

Did you receive a birthday card from your PA/Social Worker
on your most recent birthday?

= 11 yes      4 no 
 

Do you feel that your worker has enough time for you during
visits so that you don’t feel rushed?

= 10 yes      5 no 
 

Are you aware you are entitled to free leisure passes to
selected Medway Leisure Centres?

= 10 yes     5 no 
 

Do you meet with your worker at a time and location you
are happy with?
= 11 yes     3 no 

 
Does your PA/Social Worker remember special dates that
are important to you and help you through difficult times?

= 7 yes     8 no 
 

Care leavers - did you feel well supported during the
planning to move accommodation? 

= 2 yes      9 no 
 

Care leavers - have you been shared with in advance what
your accommodation options are likely to be?

= 4 yes      7 no 
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HERE'S SOME IMAGES FROM OUR FUN ACTIVITY EVENING & BBQ EVENT 
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